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DEBUSSY

Jeux
Music and sport go together like Handel’s Zadok the Priest and 
its re‑versioning as the theme tune for the TV coverage of the 
Champions League. While we’re on the subject of great TV 
sports themes adapted from existing pieces of classical music, 
there’s Mozart’s A Musical Joke and the Horse of the Year show of 
blessed memory, before we get to the original music 
immortalised in the sporting memories of those of us of a 
certain generation and above. Think of Brian Bennett’s 
Chaseside Shoot-Up – the original and best music for the BBC’s 
golf coverage – or the immortal tune by Keith Mansfield for 
Grandstand, and many, many more. In the concert hall, Debussy’s 
Jeux is the most enigmatic of sporting reflections; but there are 
others, ranging from Honegger’s tempestuous symphonic 
movement Rugby to Shostakovich’s football‑inspired The Golden 
Age (Shostakovich was a lifelong Zenit Leningrad fan). My 
favourite sport‑inspired piece is Finnish composer Osmo Tapio 
Räihälä’s tone‑poem Barlinnie Nine, an ambitious and surreal 
tribute to Duncan Ferguson, the violently unpredictable and 
unpredictably violent striker of Dundee United, Rangers, 
Scotland and Räihälä’s beloved Everton.

R AVEL ,  orch .  JAN MARESZ

Violin Sonata
Making new versions of chamber pieces is a risky business. 
Ravel’s delicate clockwork and stylistic intimacy are perfectly 
suited to the violin and piano, so how has Yan Maresz succeeded 
this evening in pumping up the score for full orchestra? You 
decide – as you can about the way other composers fare when 
they remake the masterpieces of the chamber repertoire for 
orchestral forces. These range from Schoenberg’s grandiloquent 
orchestral amplification of Brahms’s G minor Piano Quartet to 
Colin Matthews’s sumptuous illuminations of Debussy’s Préludes; 
from Webern’s atomisation of Bach’s counterpoint in his version 
of the six‑part Ricercar from The Musical Offering to that ever‑
popular orchestration of orchestrations, Ravel’s technicolour 
enhancement of Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition.

STR AVINSKY

Petrushka
The uncanny lives of puppets have inspired many composers 
to invent their own world of masks, disguises and illusions. 
Sir Harrison Birtwistle’s theatre music is so often a play of 
masks, in which characters assume identities that are both 
mythical and individual. That’s true of his earliest opera, Punch 
and Judy, just as it is of The Mask of Orpheus and even The 
Minotaur. John Woolrich’s Bitter Fruit is a vivid and violent 
piece of instrumental theatre that was staged along with mime, 
puppetry and drama in its original performances by the Trestle 
Theatre Company and the Birmingham Contemporary Music 
Group. But what’s the biggest and grandest puppet, and music 
for a puppet, in musical history? I’m talking about the prop that 
was shipped from Britain and ended up – at least according to 
legend – in Beirut rather than Bayreuth in 1876, when it was 
supposed to be on stage for the 19th century’s most ambitious 
artwork: the dragon slain by Siegfried in Wagner’s The Ring.

Radio 3’s Tom Service proposes onward sonic explorations inspired 
by the music of tonight’s Prom
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